cally incorrect language, my use of the Carnegie Report is limited to its welldocumented witness reports of violence committed by the nationals of all belligerent nations against "enemy" nationals.) Surviving Pomak oral stories, for their part, attest to the widespread murder of Pomaks in the (Western) Rhodopes, committed mostly by insurgent Christian bands with the active support of the regular army. Ultimately, even though direct admission of killing is conspicuously absent from the communication exchange and documented meetings of ecclesiastical authorities, religious missions, and military officials in available Bulgarian sources (for reasons explained in this chapter), evidence to that effect could be gleaned from the Carnegie Report and from existing oral histories.
The chapter further analyzes this first comprehensive Christianization (pokrŭstvane) of the Pomaks in Bulgaria on the premise of nationalism and violence (the same as nationalism of violence), which sets the ideological context for the rest of this book. The nationalism premise, however, first and foremost requires an explanation of just what accounts for the preponderance of violence in the Bulgarian (and Balkan) national context. The next several pages will explore the definition of nationalism and its specific Balkan application before detailing the pokrŭstvane of 1912-1913 as the first comprehensive step in Bulgaria's attempt to appropriate Pomak heritage in the process of nation-building.
The Nationalism Premise
What I have come to regard as the classical definition of nationalism, established by twentieth-century theoreticians, describes the phenomenon as eighteenth-century, West-European popular struggle against dynastic absolutism and revolutionary drive for increased participation of the people in state government.1 The early stages of nationalism were marked by civil revolutions in two of the most preeminent West European monarchies, England and France. While the English Civil War of the mid-seventeenth century, whereby Parliament challenged and effectively curtailed the authority of King Charles I,
